P. Ex. Privilege - how many times
in last 4 years - 3 times - used
less than in other agencies - a
traditional right -

Kennedy used 6 times in less than
3 yrs - Oppen report in the record
also - Lawrence Clark, Truman &
Wilson past in responding in
Cory record.

Fed. - Education - Substitute @ 60 C.
80 categorical grants - compare
spending act grants vs. Fed.

P. moving to help 70 students vs help
70 schools
Mock - save art schools - more
competition - parents happy

P. Match colleges - more $ - use
grants want to title vii.
Not right to provide

but right to provide

not title vii defense

not title ii defense

faculty vote on whether they
want a defense grant. Faculty
has thrown out DOE.

Abnett - is there a dip between this
and grants for health research
they starts that will make clear
that we desire to cut back research
for basic medical grants.

6.
AF - need to focus on VA.

Oct.

* Going to Calij. to greet V.P.?

P. When peace is fully disclosed -

Peace movement prolonged the

war because U.S. kept backing

away due to demonstrations.

May 8 decision & Oct indication

finally tilted them to signing

What U.S. accomplished -

Halsey family meeting -

If we had won - V.P. Hawaii had

in hand - begging for release of

POWs -

Peace at any price - end of respect

for U.S. & trust of other dict.

While acting out popularity -

gain of respect -

Negotiating for survival for a small

country -

Avoid China not being assisted by S.P.C.